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Drawer Slides  
A dvanced Hardware Supply Inc has been the go-to source in the Rocky 

Mountain Region for cabinet drawer slides for over 24 years.  We carry 3 
of the typical slide applications, and below we will help you identify what 

you’re looking for.  Quick tip- Soft-close means the drawer closes the last inch or 
so on its own, and softly.  Self-close is where the drawer can slam shut, and 
bounce back.  


SIDE MOUNT 
Side mount drawer slides provide a simple design, and versatile mounting 
options.  We carry an array of side mount drawer slides- both in soft-close and 
self-close, and the only real difference is the way they close.  Pre-drilled hole 
locations remain the same. 


Although there are many types of side mount drawer slides, ball bearing is the 
most common.  This allows a durable, smooth operation over and over again.  
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KV brand Side Mount drawer slide (as seen from side)

This product is a KV Tru-Trac non-soft close side mount drawer slide
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EURO SLIDE 
The below slide is commonly mistaken as a side mount slide.  This is actually a 
Euro slide (also Roller Slide.)  These are typically white (or off-white) and mount 
to the bottom/side of the drawer.  Typically contain a roller on the drawer side, as 
well as the cabinet side.  Euro Slides typically only come in a self-close option, 
although there are ways to add on components to make each drawer soft-close.  
This is only recommended when moving to a side mount slide is not an option.


UNDER-MOUNT 
Under-Mount drawer slides are exactly what the description says- they mount to 
the bottom of your drawer.  This style of slide is growing in popularity, as people 
move toward hidden hardware, and wanting a cleaner, simpler look.  This style 
typically comes with brand-specific front mounting clips.  At AHS, we only offer 
under-mount drawer slides in soft-close.  
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KV brand Euro slide shown

KV brand Under-mount drawer slide (w/clips) shown (transparent drawer front)
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What size do you need? 
Side mount drawer slides come in 2” increments, typically beginning at 12” and 
up to 24”.  If you need larger (longer) slides we can accommodate that, typically 
those are for heavier weight capacity needs- but it is possible!  All of the side 
mount slides we sell at Advanced Hardware Supply Inc are rated at 100lbs or 
higher.  Usually this is more that enough for any project.  If you need it, we do 
have slides with capacities of 150lbs, and even 200lbs.  We can get you what you 
need! 


Under-mount drawer slides come in 3” increments, typically beginning at 12.”  As 
with side mount and euro slides, our slides are rated for 100lbs or more.  If you 
need larger under-mount slides come in and see us at one of our 4 locations.


As usual, we prefer you bring in the slide you are trying to replace, as we can 
show you replacement techniques and practices.  Still have questions? Give us a 
call!
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